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ABSTRACT

The use of digital power controllers is becoming mainstream in isolated power supplies for achieving higher system integration, enabling advanced control methods, and implementing real-time metrology and communication. The Power Management Bus (PMBus) is a commonly used protocol which supports communication between power converters, host processors and other related peripherals in a digital power-management ecosystem. The UCD3138 family of digital controllers feature a flexible and powerful PMBus interface integrated in the device for this purpose. While the controller is designed to respond to a single PMBus address, some applications have a need for the controller to support more than one PMBus address. This application note provides a firmware solution to make a single UCD3138 device support multiple PMBus addresses. The document covers the high-level approach and provides a suggested firmware structure, along with the detailed firmware code changes list. This approach also works on other devices in the UCD3138 family of products such as UCD3138A, UCD3138064, UCD3138128 and so on.
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1 Introduction

The Power Management Bus (PMBus) is an open standard protocol that defines a means of communicating with power conversion and other devices.

In some power supply applications, there are 2 or more digital controllers or MCUs. One of them is used to control the power converter, and others are added for monitoring or housekeeping. All the digital controllers are able to communicate with host via PMBus or I2C, and each of devices has its own slave address.

The UCD3138 has powerful peripherals, and it can do both monitoring and controlling of the power converter. Please see Figure 1, here is the example of using a single UCD3xxx to replace 2 or more digital controllers. In order to be compatible with original PMBus or I2C host, UCD3xxx should be able to respond at least more than 2 slave addresses.

![Figure 1. Use Single UCD3138 to Replace 2 or More Devices](image)

The current PMBus solution only supports response to a single address. This application note describes how to use the UCD3138 to respond to multiple addresses and introduce the PMBus firmware structure. This solution can be also applicable to UCD30xx and UCD3138 refresh silicon.
2 Overview of the Approach

As previously described, a single UCD3138 should respond to multiple addresses, and the addresses may not be sequential, so the PMBus hardware cannot meet this requirement. Here we propose using manual acknowledge to each PMBus address and manual acknowledge to command. Manual acknowledge to address means that firmware were used to ack valid PMBus address and command instead of using hardware to do automatic ack.

2.1 Handling Write Sequence

For most standard write sequences, there is only one address, and others are data. Code is implemented to identify the valid PMBus address when the address ready bit was set. So it is easy to implement in firmware.

![Figure 2. Standard PMBus Write Sequence](image)

2.2 Handling Read Sequence

There is a little bit more difficulty for reading PMBus command sequence than write sequence, since the command is in the middle of PMBus address write and PMBus address read. In the UCD3xxx family, the polling method is recommended since it is simple and leaves more time available for interrupt. Suppose that using automatic ack to command, and further suppose that the background loop is not fast enough, there is a possibility that the PMBus handler is executed after both command and address are ready. That makes it hard to identify which is command and which one is address. In order to handle the read sequence, manual acknowledge to command is used. That means only the slaver got the command, then master can send out the slave address plus read.

![Figure 3. Standard PMBus Read Sequence](image)
3 PMBus Low-Level Firmware Structure

The PMBus Low-Level firmware was targeted to handle data from or to host. It will depend on PMBus status Register, then change state machine and how to process data. The firmware, supported multi-address responds, does contain 7 states. Each state has different responsibility.

- **Idle state** – When does the STOP condition occur, or some fault which causes PMBus hardware reset, the firmware will be returned to this state. This is beginning of PMBus handle data. And the valid address is acked in this state.

- **Command ack state** - If the address + write is valid in idle state, then the state will change to this one, and the valid command will be acked.

- **Wait for state** - This state is from the original idle state, due to the manual ack to slave address, this handler has a tiny difference with the original idle state code.

- **Read state** - If the wait for state find there is address + read, this state will be the next subroutine in PMBus state machine. The data will be transferred from UCD to host in this state.

- **Read Block state** – This state is similar with read state. But the condition of entering into this state is that the host request more data than the read handler can operate, it just continues to send data to host.

- **Write block state** – If the write number of bytes is more than wait for state can handle, this state is executed, and it continues to handle the write data from host.

- **Wait for EOM state** – This sate handler is the continuous state for read sequence. The firmware should wait for the host sends the stop condition before resetting the state to idle state.

3.1 PMBus Idle State Structure

In this state, just check if there is a valid address ready or not.

- If the slave address ready bit was set
  - If it is the valid address, ACK it and change the state to command ack handler.
  - If there is an invalid address ready, NACK it and stay in idle state handler.

- Otherwise, do nothing, just keep staying in this sate
3.2 PMBus Command ack State Structure

In this state:

- If nothing happened, still stay in this handler
- If there is a data ready, ack to the command and change the state to wait handler
- If the stop condition happened, that must be a quick command, then go back to idle state directly
- If none of the previous 3 conditions, goes back to idle state
3.3 PMBus Wait for Handler

This state is from the original idle state, due to the manual ack to slave address, this handler has a tiny difference with the original idle state code:

- If nothing happened, just stay in this handler
- If the PEC and stop condition bit were set, that must be write byte or word. Process it directly and goes back to idle state.
- If only the data ready bit is set, and the byte counter is 4, that means the buffer is full and it needs to transfer multiple times. That must be a write block, change the state machine to write block state.
- If the slave address bit is set, that must be a read sequence.
  - If there is a valid address, ack to this address and it goes to PMBus read handler
  - Otherwise, NACK to this address and it goes back to idle state
- If none of the previous things happen, reset firmware and it goes back to idle directly.

![Figure 6. Wait for State Handler Structure](image-url)
3.4 PMBus Read Handler Structure

In this state:

- If nothing happened, just stay in this state.
- If Data request bit was set and the number of bytes of this command is less than 5, then transmit the data to master directly, and change the state to wait of end of message state.
- If Data request bit was set and the number of bytes of this command is larger than 5, transmit the first 4 bytes and change the state to read block state for continuing transfer.
- If none of the previous things happened, then it goes back to idle state.

![Diagram of Read Handler Structure]

Figure 7. Read Handler Structure
3.5 PMBus Read Block Handler

The read block handler is very similar to the read handler, it continues to transfer the data to master.

![Read Block Handler Structure Diagram]

Figure 8. Read Block Handler Structure

3.6 PMBus Write Block Handler

If there are more than 4 bytes for write sequence, the state will enter into this handler:

- No flag was set, just stay in this handler.
- If EOM, Data ready and PEC valid bit are set, that means write block is finished, process this command and it goes back to idle.
- If EOM was set, process this command and go back to idle.
- If data ready was set, RD_BYTE_COUND is 4, and NO EOM, that means the receive data from master is still required.
  - If the total number of bytes is less than the max buffer size, stay in this state and continuing to receive data
  - Otherwise, stop to receive the data and force the state machine back to idle
- If none of the previous things occurred, then force the state machine back to idle state.
3.7 **PMBus Wait for EOM Handler**

This state handler is the continuous state for read sequence:

- If the stop condition bit is set, then goes back to idle state
- If nothing happened, stay in this state
- If other things, such as clock low time out, goes back to idle state
4 Changes to the Existing Code to Make it Respond to Multiple Slave Addresses

4.1 Implement Other 3 State Machines in the Existing Code
- #define PMBUS_STATE_WAIT 4
- #define PMBUS_STATE_CMD_ACK 5
- #define PMBUS_STATE_READ 6

4.2 Implement the Address You Would Like to Respond
- #define PMBUS_ADDRESS1 0x01
- #define PMBUS_ADDRESS2 0x22
- #define PMBUS_ADDRESS3 0x59
- #define PMBUS_ADDRESS4 0x7b

4.3 Define a New Variable to Store the PMBus Address and PMBus Status Registers
EXTERN Uint32 pmbus_active_address;
EXTERN union PMBST_REG pmbst_shadow;

4.4 Changes to Initialization PMBus
UCD should be able to manually acknowledge to multiple addresses, the initialization code should be changed from auto acknowledge address to manual acknowledge address. And considering the PMBus read sequence, UCD should be also configured as manual acknowledge to command.

PMBusRegs.PMBCTRL2.all = PMBCtrl2_HALF0_PEC_ENA + pmbus_address + PMBCtrl2_HALF0_SLAVE_ADDRESS_MASK_DISABLE + PMBCtrl2_ALL_RX_BYTE_ACK_CNT + PMBCtrl2_ALL_MAN_SLAVE_ACK
4.5 Changes to pmbus_handler.c.

As previously described, the manual acknowledge address and command will be used in this part. So the related PMBus handler part also should be modified.

a. Implement 3 subroutines at PMBus low-level routine.

```c
else if (pmbus_state == PMBUS_STATE_CMD_ACK)
{
    pmbus_cmd_ack_handler();
    return ;
}
else if (pmbus_state == PMBUS_STATE_WAIT)
{
    pmbus_wait_handler();
    return ;
}
else if (pmbus_state == PMBUS_STATE_READ)
{
    pmbus_read_handler();
    return ;
}
else
{
    pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
    pmbus_idle_handler();
    return ;
}
```

b. For pmbus_idle_handler, the main job is to check the valid PMBus address if there is an address ready.

```c
void pmbus_idle_handler(void)
{
    pmbst_shadow.all=PMBusRegs.PMBST.all;

    if( (pmbst_shadow.bit.SLAVE_ADDR_READY == 1) && (pmbst_shadow.bit.DATA_READY == 0) )
    {
        pmbus_active_address = (PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE0 & 0x7F);
        if((pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS1)
            || (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS2)
            || (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS3)
            || (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS4))
```
PMBusRegs.PMBACK.bit.ACK=1;
pmbus_state= PMBUS_STATE_CMD_ACK;
}
else
{
    PMBusRegs.PMBACK.bit.ACK=0;
pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
}
return;
c. Add `void pmbus_cmd_ack_handler(void)` function to acknowledge command manually.

```c
void pmbus_cmd_ack_handler(void)
{
    pmbst_shadow.all=PMBusRegs.PMBST.all;

    if((pmbst_shadow.all & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS +
        PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT)) == 0) //if there is nothing happen
    {
        return;
    }

    if(pmbst_shadow.bit.DATA_READY==1)
    {
        pmbus_buffer[0] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE0;// copy command
        PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack them
        pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_WAIT ;
    }

    else if (pmbst_shadow.all & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS+ PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT) == PMBST_BYTE0_EOM) //quick command
    {
        pmbus_state= PMBUS_STATE_IDLE ;
    }
    else
    {
        pmbus_state= PMBUS_STATE_IDLE ;
    }
    return ;
}
```

d. In `pmbus_wait_handler()` is from the original `pmbus_idle_handler()`
   i. Use `pmbst_shadow.all` to replace `int32 pmbus_status = PMBusRegs.PMBST.all`

   ```c
   pmbst_shadow.all=PMBusRegs.PMBST.all;
   pmbus_status_half_word_0_value = pmbst_shadow.all & 0xFFFF ;
   ```
   ii. Write command changes
   ```c
   if((pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS )) ==
       (PMBST_BYTE0_EOM + PMBST_BYTE0_DATA_READY + PMBST_BYTE0_PEC_VALID))
       //end of message, good data ready, pec valid, must be 2 to 4 bytes
   {
       //copy all 4 over just to make sure
       pmbus_buffer[1] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE0;
   }
   ```
pmbus_buffer[2] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE1;
pmbus_buffer[3] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE2;
pmbus_buffer[4] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE3;

pmbus_number_of_bytes = ( (pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT) + 1 );
pmbus_write_message();
//PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack them
pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
return;
}

iii. Write block request changes
else if((pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS + PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT)) ==
(4 //4 is read byte count
 + PMBST_BYTE0_DATA_READY))
//no end of message, good data ready, 4 bytes of data - must be a send block
{
    //copy data into buffer, set up to receive more.
pmbus_buffer[1] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE0;
pmbus_buffer[2] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE1;
pmbus_buffer[3] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE2;
pmbus_buffer[4] = PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE3;
pmbus_number_of_bytes = 5 ; //start counting bytes.

PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack first 4 bytes;
pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_WRITE_BLOCK;
}

iv. Delete read request and add ack to valid address to this function
else if( (pmbst_shadow.bit.SLAVE_ADDR_READY == 1) && (pmbst_shadow.bit.DATA_READY==0) ) //ack
pmbus address
{
    pmbus_active_address = (PMBusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE0 & 0x7F);

    if( (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS1)
        | (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS2)
        | (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS3)
        | (pmbus_active_address == PMBUS_ADDRESS4) )
    {
        PMBusRegs.PMBACK.bit.ACK=1;
        pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_READ;
        return;
    }
}

PMBusRegs.PMBACK.bit.ACK = 0;
pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
return;
}

e. Add new `void pmbus_read_handler(void)`, in addition, please also set the manual command bit in PMBCTRL2 while writing to the register for sending data to host.

```c
void pmbus_read_handler(void)
{
    int32 i; //loop counter
    union
    {
        Uint32 pmbus_transmit_load;
        Uint8 pmbus_transmit_bytes[4];
    }
    u;

    pmbst_shadow.all = PMBusRegs.PMBST.all;

    pmbus_status_half_word_0_value = pmbst_shadow.all & 0xFFFF; //assign to temporary value
    pmbus_status_half_word_0_value_ored = pmbus_status_half_word_0_value_ored |
    pmbus_status_half_word_0_value;

    if((pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS +
    PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT)) == 0)
    {//if no activity on PMBus, do nothing
        return ;
    }

    else if ( (pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS +
    PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT)) ==
    PMBST_BYTE0_DATA_REQUEST)//
    {

        pmbus_read_message();

        if(pmbus_number_of_bytes == 0) //0 shows it is not a valid command, so
        {
            PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //nack them
            pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE ;
            return;
        }

        else if(pmbus_number_of_bytes < 5) //here if it all fits in one rxbuf
```
{ 
    // PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack command;

    PMBusRegs.PMBCTRL2.byte.BYTE2 = PMBCTRL2_BYTE2_TX_PEC +
    pmbus_number_of_bytes + PMBCTRL2_BYTE2_MAN_CMD +
    PMBCTRL2_BYTE2_RX_BYTE_ACK_CNT;  //transmit with pec, desired number of bytes.

    for(i = 0; i < pmbus_number_of_bytes; i++)
    {
        u.pmbus_transmit_bytes[3-i] = pmbus_buffer[i]; //big endian stuff - great fun
    }

    PMBusRegs.PMBTXBUF.all = u.pmbus_transmit_load; //this sends message

    PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack command;

    pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_READ_WAIT_FOR_EOM;

    //pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_ACK;

    return ;
}
else //here if we have to do multiple rxbuf loads - do first one, set up for more
{

    PMBusRegs.PMBCTRL2.byte.BYTE2 = 4 +
    PMBCTRL2_BYTE2_RX_BYTE_ACK_CNT + PMBCTRL2_BYTE2_MAN_CMD;

    for(i = 0; i < 4; i++)
    {
        u.pmbus_transmit_bytes[3-i] = pmbus_buffer[i]; //big endian stuff - great fun
    }

    PMBusRegs.PMBTXBUF.all = u.pmbus_transmit_load; //this sends message

    PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack command;

    pmbus_buffer_position = 4;

    pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_READ_BLOCK;

    return ;
}
}
f. Changes to void `pmbus_read_wait_for_eom_handler(void)`:

```c
else if( (pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS+
PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT )) == PMBST_BYTE0_EOM)
    {//if eom, done
        pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
        //PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1;  //ack them
        return ;
    }
else //some other error, still go back to idle.
{
    //PMBusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 0;  //NACK
    pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
    return;
}
```

g. Changes to void `pmbus_write_block_handler(void)`:

Delete the ack since we have manual ack after receiving address in `pmbus_idle_handler`
```
c else if((pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & (PMBST_HALF0_CHECK_BITS )) ==
    (PMBST_BYTE0_EOM + PMBST_BYTE0_DATA_READY +
PMBST_BYTE0_PEC_VALID))
    //end of message, good data ready, pec valid, must be 2 to 4 bytes
    {
        //copy all 4 over just to make sure
        pmbus_buffer[pmbus_number_of_bytes] = PmbusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE0;
        pmbus_buffer[pmbus_number_of_bytes + 1] = PmbusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE1;
        pmbus_buffer[pmbus_number_of_bytes + 2] = PmbusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE2;
        pmbus_buffer[pmbus_number_of_bytes + 3] = PmbusRegs.PMBRXBUF.byte.BYTE3;
        pmbus_number_of_bytes = pmbus_number_of_bytes +
(pmbus_status_half_word_0_value & PMBST_BYTE0_RD_BYTE_COUNT);
        pmbus_write_message();
        //PmbusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1;  //ack these 4 bytes;
        pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;
        return;
    }
```
```c
//PmbusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //ack the message;  
pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;  
return;
}
else //here if something has happened on bus, not covered by anything above
{
    //PmbusRegs.PMBACK.byte.BYTE0 = 1; //nack them  
pmbus_state = PMBUS_STATE_IDLE;  
return;
}

5  Test Result

5.1  Multiple Addresses Shown in Device GUI

The device GUI shows there are multiple slavers on the PMBus interface, but it is actually a single device.

![Multiple Slave Addresses](image-url)

**Figure 11. Multiple Slave Addresses**
5.2 PMBus Master can get the Different Value in Different Address as There are Multiple Devices in Slave

![Figure 12. Slaver Sends its own Address to Master](image)

6 Summary

This application note describes a firmware solution to let UCD3138 respond to multiple PMBus addresses. The method involves firmware to ack address and command manually. From the test result, UCD3xxx families can fully support this feature.
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